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Twenty First Season

We commence our Twenty-First season by wishing everyone a Happy Christmas and peace
and health for 2022. Having managed to return to ‘live’ sessions in November, it was with
regret that we had to retreat to Zoom in November and will have to do so at least until after
Burns Nicht. That said, your health comes first and we hope everyone stays safe.

It was quite a year as we ran the Burns Nicht in association with Edinburgh Folk Club and The
World’s Room; enjoyed joint sessions with the Ironopolis Singers, Teesside, Cork Singers’ Club
and Aberdeen TMSA; launched Cathal Caulfield’s pamphlet of comic songs from the Tom
Munnelly Collection and our late President Diarmuid Ó Cathasaigh’s CD, Mór Mo Mholaidh;
and were treated to Séamas Sheils’ production of our first anniversary video, I Have Spent It
In Good Company. Contact was maintained through Zoom which we all became more
accustomed to and learned how to make the best of it. To Ann Riordan, Helen Lahert and
Niamh Parsons, who have been our Zoom technicians, we owe much thanks.

Hosts for our joint night with Aberdeen TMSA, Ian Russell under full sail in Aberdeen and Ann Riordan,
with Laurence Bond in the back ground

As we move into our Twenty First season, Covid reduced many plans to continued
uncertainty. We have again had to abandon plans for a ‘proper’ Burns Nicht but will link
again with Edinburgh Folk Club and The World’s Room to run a concert and a Sunday singing
session. We have already invited performers for the Saturday night and their generous
responses promise a memorable night – watch this space for details. Niamh Parsons will be
our Three in a Row at the Sunday session. Around 3,000 watched last year’s events on
various platforms and Howth Burns Nicht Concert can still be viewed on Youtube
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Reflections on Northern Lights & Fingal Folk
30 September session with Howth Singing Circle

and Aberdeen Branch Traditional Music and Song Association of Scotland

Our two hosts for an intriguing joint session were Ann Riordan, HSC, and Ian Russell,
Aberdeen TMSA. From my home in Chicago, I’ve been attending Howth Singing Circle Zoom
sessions for a little over a year, listening, singing, and savouring each session. Signing on to
the September session, I was aware that live sessions would be commencing in a month,
which intensified my experience of appreciation and passion for the zoom sessions over
these many months. As I signed in, I listened to the easy camaraderie of the greetings among
singers, recognised most of the faces, and felt included and acknowledged by the hosts and
singers.  There was a lot of laughter, good cheer, and anticipation.

Claudia Anderson singing from Chicago, Illinois; Jim & Kate Taylor in Garlogie and Annie Lennox in
Aberdeen

Ann and Ian welcomed the whole group and both expressed delight for having the joint
session. They articulated the process and the parameters for the session. I knew we were in
for a delightful night. Walter Kennedy began with ‘Murphy Can Never Go Home’, a poignant
song by Mick Curry, after which we were treated to an alternating of Howth-based and
Aberdeen-based singers. Christine Kydd sang ‘Silken Snood’, where the loss of the maiden’s
snood is the loss of her virginity. Ken Thomson sang ‘Come All Ye Tramps and Hawkers’,
calling up images of ‘trudgin’ on the road’, ‘plooin’ the bonnie earth’, and being ‘happy in the
summertime beneath the bricht blue sky’. Laurence Bond sang ‘My Parents Reared Me
Tenderly’, song associated with the singing of Len Graham. Ann Reekie, shared the beautiful
and reflective ‘Generations of Change’ about the passing of wisdom ‘to look at my world
through a young laddie’s eyes’. At this point in, I noted that every singer was so present and
compelling, energised and powerful in their singing that I was affected by each word and
each note, and the juxtaposition of songs from different traditions. The songs and poems
from Scottish traditions caused me to reflect on the particular passion, prosody and vocal
energy I experienced from my professional mentor Kristin Linklater of Orkney, who spent her
life training actors in theatre voice and Shakespeare.
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Ann Reekie – wi’oot her cat – singing from Kircaldy, Fife; Sandy Leggat playing Phil Cunningham’s ‘Loch
Katrine’s Lady’; and Christine Kydd in Kirriemuir, Angus, with ‘The Silken Snood’

John Dickson sang the powerful mining ballad ‘Bonnie Woodhall’, followed by Gaye Anthony,
who shared one of her original songs, ‘Language Lessons’, about her encounters with the
Doric dialect of Scots. Ian Russell shared ‘The Orange and The Blue’. I noted how powerful
was the storytelling tradition through song and poems among the singers and speakers here.
Daire Ó Baoill sang the Robert Burns’s tender, poetic ‘Ye Banks and Ye Braes’. Jim and Kate
Taylor shared two songs, Kate with ‘High Jeannie High’, ‘Ye can never make a singing bird out
of a hoodie crow’, about a maid’s decision to stuff her old husband in the furnace. Tom Spiers
sang an Aberdeenshire version of ‘Recruiting Sergeants’ from the singing of John Strachan of
Fyvie. Séamas Sheils sang the Young Uns’ ‘The Ballad of Johnny Longstaff’ about the defeat
of Fascists at the Battle of Cable Street in 1936 as a tribute to the recently deceased Manus
O’Riordan, whose sudden death cast a shadow over the singing community.

Allan Taylor, Aberdeen TMSA, and Margaret Bennett who joined us from Perthshire

Happy to be one of those joining the attentive quality of listening from all during the singing,
I occasionally observed the faces of everyone on the session. ‘Don’t forget love, do not
grieve, for my heart is true and cannot deceive…’ was the sentiment from a song sung by
Niamh Parsons. Carole Prior shared the lovely ‘Will Ye Gang Love’. At the end of the evening,
we were treated to two compelling versions of ‘The Parting Glass’. It ‘can be a different song
in a different place’, said Ian Russell. Annie Lennox’s special version, sung in many places in
Aberdeen from the Stewarts of Blair was ‘Here’s a Health to the Company’. As translated by
his mother Eilín Ní Bhaoill, Daire sang ‘The Parting Glass’ as gaeilge. All in all, the night was a
wonderful collaboration between two groups that have the passion and commitment to the
singing, poetic and storytelling traditions and such integrity in the listening as our human
connection. As the months pass, and the two groups move to live sessions at Abbey Tavern
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and the Sportsman’s Club, Queen’s Road, I hope we might occasionally meet on Zoom from
time to time. And those of us who have been able to participate from afar might consider
making travel plans.

Claudia Anderson, Chicago

A Message From the  Aberdeen Branch, TMSA

When we were approached to have a joint session with the Howth Singing Circle, we gladly
accepted their kind invitation. Knowing the calibre of singers we were excited as
to the fabulous evening our get together would be and the evening from start to finish was
as grand a night as we had anticipated. A fine evening of songs, camaraderie and
bonhomie which we all hope can be repeated in the not too distant future. One of the good
things to emerge from the lockdown is the emergence of ‘Zoom Sessions’ which allow folk
from all over the world to get together. 

For the next one the singers from Aberdeen and wider Scotland will have to brush up on
some Irish songs to match up with the fine performances from a number of Howth singers of
Scottish songs during the evening. Ending the evening with the two versions of ‘The Parting
Glass’ was a masterstroke and has left us all wanting more of the same at some future date!

Thank you to Ann and Ian for their excellent hosting skills on the night. It was indeed a night
to remember, here's to your 21st Birthday Howth and here's to your continuing success. Aa i
best fae Aiberdeen TMSA

Allan Taylor, Branch Chair, Aberdeen TMSA

Female Pirates & Songs of the Sea: October Session

‘It's of a pretty female as you may understand, / Her mind being bent for rambling into some foreign
land. / She dressed herself in sailor's clothes or so it does appear / And she hired with a captain to

serve him for a year’

This night of buccaneer, pirate and rolling wave songs was a pure treat and while we are
delighted that we will soon be meeting in person, with Covid hopefully a distant memory, we
will sorely miss the variety of songs and voices that have joined us on Zoom from far and
wide. Niamh Parsons hosted our October night with her usual flair and called on Gavin Doyle,
for a man in Wexford suitably sitting beneath a 1798 pike, to start the singing with the
beautiful Cyril Tawney song ‘Suit of Grey’: ‘Each time he casts one at the tide, he feels the
pain of the way she lied’. By coincidence, London-based Anna Monks followed up with
another Cyril Tawney song ‘Sally Free and Easy’. Brian Doyle gave us ‘Three Score and Ten’ by
Whitby fisherman William Delf, a song written to commemorate a freak storm in 1889.
Antoinette Daly sang ‘Put Your Sweet Lips a Little Closer to the Phone’, associated for most
with Jim Reeves, and George Henderson followed with ‘I Am a Maid That’s Deep in Love’ by
Cecilia Costello with the theme of many of the night’s song, the maid who crosses the ocean
disguised as a sailor to find her true love.

We had a great selection of poems, starting with Máiríde Woods reciting ‘The Last
Buccaneer’ by Charles Kingsley, ‘England is a pleasant place for them that’s rich and high, but
England is a cruel place for such poor folks as I’. Ann Riordan provided excerpts from a poem
‘Grace O’Malley’, which she learnt from Ann Chambers in Mayo, a sister of John Chambers,
who, until recently, was Principal, Scoil Mhuire in Howth.
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Memories of Ard-Mhéara Mícheál Mac Donncha welcoming Linda Irvine and Turas from Belfast to the Mansion
House in 2018 with Special Guests Caitríona Ní Cheannabháin and the John Kelly Band with Jimmy Kelly- an

event arranged by Stiofán Ó hAoláin; and Liam Kelly & Ciarán Ó Maonaigh playing at the quayside in the
Ulster-American Folk Park, Omagh, on Fiddle Bus 3

Walter Kennedy gave a great rendition of ‘Johnny Doyle, The Forgetful Sailor’ – including
reference, for some, to ‘glittering Raymond’ – and Niamh Parsons, in her inimitable style,
continued the theme of young girls dressing up as sailors to seek adventure and love with
‘The Female Drummer’. Helen Lahert, with her own guitar accompaniment, sang Kate
Rusby’s ‘Bold Reilly ‘and Gerry O’Connor sang his beautiful version of ‘Old Whitby Harbour’.
James Delaney in Antrim lulled us with ‘The Connemara Cradle Song’ and Margaret Bennett
from Perthshire sang in Scots Gaelic, about writing letters, not with ink but with the blood of
her heart. Kay Burke recited ‘The Ballad of Anne Bonny’ by Jamie Meneely. Anne Bonny who
would ‘steal the pennies off your eyes before your corpse was cold’ was a pirate from
Kinsale, County Cork, and the scourge of the Caribbean. From Chicago, Claudia Anderson,
whose great great grandmother stole away on a ship, felt at one with our theme of the night
and sang ‘A Maid that’s Deep in Love’.

Burns Nicht memories as Shona Donaldson conducts the HSC Choir with ‘The White Cockade’ and two
stalwart workers for the Club, Laurence Bond and Ann Riordan

We then had the beautiful singing of Michael O’Leary in Massachusetts with his rendition of
‘Maid on the Shore’, which he learned from Niamh Parsons at a workshop in Boston College.
Eddie Phillips sang the wonderful ‘Canadee-i-o’ again with a young maid dressing as a sailor
to join her love at sea. Séamus Sheils was in strong voice with his beautiful version of Robin
Lang’s ‘Ulysses’. Jim McElhone sang ‘Slán le Gola’, a tragic song of a drowning and Ann
Parsons Dunne gave a lovely version of ‘The Lowlands of Holland’ learned from Annie
Armstrong. Fergus Carey recounted ‘The Emily Anna, A Greenhand Tale’ and Tom Finn sang
of the howling wind and driving rain in Peggy Seeger’s ‘The Lifeboat Mona.’ Chan Máire Ní
Laoire ‘Tonnta Chonamara’ and Connie Murphy Roberts, joining us from California, recited
‘Gráinne Mhaol’, a poem by Richard P Delaney. Úna Kane, from the warmth of the Algarve,
recited Padraic Colum’s ‘The Old Woman of the Roads,’ reminding us of our own housing
crisis and Tony Becker, accompanying himself on guitar, ‘an old deck hand from a pirate
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band’, cheered us all up with his parody ‘Renaissance Fair’. Eileen Clancy recited ‘Calico Jack’
and Francy Devine sang ‘Adieu Lovely Nancy’, with, as always, a beautiful rendition. Chan
Daire Ó’Baoill ‘An Mhaighdean Mhara, The Mermaid’, Amhrán as Dún na nGall and Ian
Russell from Aberdeen sang a sheep keepers’ song, ‘The Handsome Cabin Boy’ by Ewan
MacColl. We finished this great night of songs and poetry with Daire Ó’Baoill’s wonderful
macaronic version of ‘The Parting Glass with the verses as Gaeilge from his mother Eilí’s
translation.

While we all look forward to meeting in person from next month, we will miss the amazing
variety of songs that we have heard from those who can only join us on Zoom. Hopefully we
will still be able to arrange some similar sessions in the future so as not to lose this great
addition to our singing nights.

Helen Lahert

Back Live in the Abbey Tavern, November

For those that came, how good was it to be back ‘singing live’ in the Abbey Tavern ? Many
stayed away exercising and understandable caution as Covid numbers continued to alarm.
Many sent their best wishes for a successful night and it was. Hosted by Brian Doyle & Walter
Kennedy sporting the ‘caps’ they had been awarded by the HSC some years ago, the evening
began with Brian acknowledging the support of the Abbey Tavern and the Covid safety
protocols they had put in place. We followed their request for social distancing, masking
when moving around and singing ‘from one spot’. The Bar Staff served at table and were
impeccable throughout.

Howth Singing Circle’s most-capped players, Walter Kennedy and Briaín Doyle, and the outstanding singing of
Máire Ní Bhaoill

Helen Lahert began with ‘I Will Wait For You’, Ulysses, written by Robin Laing, a song based
on Emily Wilson’s translation of Homer’s Odyssey, a hauntingly beautiful arrangement. Larry
O’Toole presented Ian Campbell’s classic ‘The Sun is Burning’, an appropriate theme given
the COP Conference in Glasgow. Martina Nic Cearnaigh, ‘Row On, Row On’; Máirídhe Woods
with her own poem ‘Covid Autumn’ and Bob Dylan’s ‘Farewell Angelina’; and Niamh Parsons,
‘Annan Waters’, followed. Margaret Morahan made her Howth debut with ‘The Maid of
Culmore’; Joe Gallagher sang a Dominic Behan song ‘The Northside Butcher’ despite the fact
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that it had previously been tampered with by Luke Cheevers and Barry Gleeson; and Walter
Kennedy sang Charles William Baradine’s ‘The Bird’s Call’ with its incredibly complex chorus!

The night’s highlight was undoubtedly Máire Ní Bhaoill’s Three in a Row. She sang the classic
Ulster ballad ‘The Flower of Gortade’, its many classical references reflected the days of
Hedge Schools and her background in education. ‘Casadh an tSúgáin’ followed, a Donegal
song that reflected her father Pádraig and his great contribution to history and lore as
gaeilge. Her final choice was Ewan MacVicar’s ‘Shift & Spin’, the romantic day-dreams of a
Paisley textile worker. Máire captivated the audience with her fine interpretations, all sung
beautifully. For many, she was as good a choice of Three in a Row as we have heard.

Brian Doyle paid tribute to the late Paddy Moloney with Mark Knopfler’s poem ‘A Piper to
the End’ before presenting Áine Bean Uí Chathasaigh with a framed certificate honouring
Diarmuid as our Uachtaráin. Áine in turn presented a card thanking the Howth Singing
Circlers for singing ‘The Parting Glass’ as Diarmuid left Howth Church for the last time a year
ago.

Eddie Phillips confessed that there was ‘No Telling What A Love Song Will Do’; Jackie Grimes
performed the classic ‘The Wife of Usher’s Well’; and Úna Kane gave a lovely version of
‘Faraway a Light is Turning’. Eileen Clancy and Kay Burke read short poems, Emily Bronte’s
‘Fall Leaves Fall’; Brian Doyle led the room in Cyril Tawney’s ‘Grey Funnel Line’; and Tony
Fitzpatrick roused us with Kieran Halpin’s ‘Trip Through Holyhead’. Finally, the Burke Brothers
– Andy on vocals and Aindrias on harmonica – entertained with ‘Mother Malone’.

So, a warm, mellow night of reconnection and friendship, in many ways the essence of the
Howth Singing Circle, managed gently by Brian and Walter, serviced unobtrusively by the
Abbey Tavern staff, and graced by some quality performances,

Back to Zoom – Christmas Session

Advancing Covid numbers and new variants persuaded the Committee to return to Zoom for
our annual Christmas session. We did so with regret and with the best wishes of Richard
Tobin and the Abbey Tavern staff who have managed their hostelry in exemplary fashion
during Covid. We look forward to being back.

Howth Singing Circle from the North Pole with Mr & Mrs Santa Claus

Our hosts on the night – suitably dressed for the occasion – were Mr & Mrs Santa Claus –
otherwise known as Eileen Clancy and Gerry O’Connor. Eileen read a poem ‘Dadaína Nollaig’
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while Gerry brought matters to a conclusion with the favourite carol ‘Silent Night’. David
Kidman from Ilkley – appropriately bar tat as far as we could see – set the mood with
Graeme Miles’ ‘When the Snows of Winter Fall’ while Máirídhe Woods version of Joni
Mitchell’s ‘River’ and Walter Kennedy’s ‘Kerry Christmas Carol’ – one of a number of Tim
Dennehy echoes on the night – maintained the festive mood. Eddie Phillips, ‘Shepherds
Arise’, and Máire Ní Bhaoill, ‘Rebel Jesus’ were next while Gavin Byrne confessed that ‘I’d
Rather Be Tending My Sheep’ Helen Lahert sang Woody Guthrie’s powerful ‘The 1913
Massacre, Úna Kane performed a splendid version of ‘We Three Gifts’ and Máire Ní Laoire
gave ‘The Briar and the Rose’.

Eugene McEldowney delivered his second Three in a Row, the first to be so acknowledged,
and stuck to the seasonal theme with ‘The Seven Joys of Mary’, ‘The Holly She Bears a Berry’
and ‘Scarlet Ribbons’, a song popularised by Harry Belafonte. Ann Riordan read Patrick
Kavanagh’s ‘Advent’ as John Keely ate ‘Mrs Fogarty’s Christmas Cake’ and Anna Monks
powerfully rang ‘The Bells of Paradise’. Michael O’Leary in Boston gave a quality performance
of ‘Mary’s Child’, Joe Gallagher provided a beautiful version of Tim Dennehy’s ‘Rían an
Domhnaigh’ and Claudia Anderson in Chicago remained in west Kerry with ‘The Boys of Barr
na Sráide’. There were many other good singers, a lot of banter and good humour, a sense of
warmth and company which concluded with Helen Lahert and Brian Doyle leading us all in
‘The Parting Glass’.

The Goats of Howth

Matthew Edwards, residing in Port Sunlight in the Wirral, Cheshire, sent The Sweet
Nightingale a song he wrote for a friend Helen Armstrong on her sixty-sixth birthday, 21
September 2021, having been inspired by the release of goats on Howth Head. Matthew
says, tune-wise, ‘it works, more or less, to the air of ‘Over the Hills and Far Away’, but the
chorus is a bit of a nod to ‘The Lonely Goatherd’! 

If you want to know more about the goats, check out Fingal County Council’s article at
https://www.fingal.ie/news/old-irish-goats-return-to-howth-head-after-century-long-wait

Over on the Hill of Howth,
Something’s stirring in the undergrowth;
Amid the rhododendron groves,
A herd of goats is on the move.
Chorus
Herded by the goat lady O!
Yodel ay, yodel ay, yodel ay dee O!

From wildfires may they deliver us,
For these goats are quite omnivorous,
At eating heather, gorse, and bracken,
These Old Irish Goats never slacken.
Herded by the goat lady O!
Yodel ay, yodel ay, yodel ay dee O!

Thanks to the goats greedy grazing,
No more we’ll see the heather blazing,
Dublin City’s caprine protectors
Will keep down the gorse in all sectors.
Herded by the goat lady O!
Yodel ay, yodel ay, yodel ay dee O!

Under Ireland’s watchful eye,
The goats will breed and multiply,
And where Molly Bloom once said “Yes!”
The gorse and heather will bloom the less.
Herded by the goat lady O!
Yodel ay, yodel ay, yodel ay dee O!
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Mayor of Fingal Cllr Seána Ó Rodaigh with goatherd Melissa Jeuken on Howth Head and song-writer Matthew
Edwards

Buíochas Mór

We thank those who have contributed to this Sweet Nightingale: Claudia Anderson (Chicago);
Matthew Edwards (Port Sunlight); Ian Russell & Allan Taylor (Aberdeen TMSA); Séamas Sheils (Fonn
traditional music website); and the Howth Singing Circle Committee – Laurence Bond, Paddy Daly,
Francy Devine, Brian Doyle, Helen Lahert, Daire Ó Baoill, Gerry O’Connor, Niamh Parsons and Ann
Riordan.

Breton memories of Fiddle Bus 3 in the Highland Hotel, Glenties and piper Loïc Denis leading us all on a merry
dance at the Seven Arches, Laghey

HSC’s Winter/Spring Programme

As uncertainties regarding Covid restrictions remain – together with people’s reservations
about attending public events – it is not yet possible to be certain when we will return to the
Abbey Tavern. Richard Tobin and staff are anxious to have us back and are keeping us
informed as to when that might be possible.

6 January – Niamh & Helen with ‘These Boots Were Made For Walking’

22/23 January Howth Burns Nicht, ‘Peace, Enjoyment, Love & Pleasure’

Other planned events include

Oíche Ghaelach with Daire Ó Baoill & Eoghan Ó Ceannabháin

Francy Devine & Séamas Sheils, tribute night to Mary Ann Carolan
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Twenty First Anniversary Concert with The Wilsons

Launch of Twenty First Anniversary video, ‘Good Night & Joy Be With Tou All’

Helen Lahert and John Keely snatched from the Zoom ether at our Christmas session

Twenty First Anniversary Memories

Ann Riordan presents Jimmy Crowley with a copy of his first LP and Úna Kane performs at Burns Nicht
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‘Down By Yon Flowery Garden’, our walk in the National Botanic Gardens and Morag Dunbar
(Fife/Balerno), Ard -Mhéara Mícheál Mac Donncha and Willie Gibson (Glasgow) salute a haggis

Happy New Year

Thank You For Your Support in 2021  - Stay Safe
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